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the received reading is vindicated:. Finally we are to
follow "Wachsniuth in altering the punctuation, start-
ing a fresh sentence at 'AOev rod Kani, and expunging
the full stop after SieAr/A.uflajitei'.

(viii) 27 B. aiiv oZv ipyov \4ywv &v, & Tijaaie, sfij
*ri jueTa TOVTO, us eaiicev, e7ri/caA.eirai'Ta Karh vofipv
Qsovs. So Hermann. 4iriKa\4rrayTa is the reading of
A, which omits eh): the other 1ISS. give KaXi/ravra,
and some of them place rfjj just before, some just after
a Tl/xaif. Kawack makes out a good case for \eyetv
&v, 3> TifJLate, rb ftera TOUTO, WS. %owev, $%T) Ka\4aa'/Ta.

(ix) 40 C. Rawack's suggestions in this difficult sen-
tence are as follows. (1) In KOX irepl rhs TUP KVKXWV
wpbs iavTovs 4iravaiivK\iia'eis, he applauds ' Dielesii
egregiam conieeturam 'irpbs (adverbial) for irtpl. But
surel}' the ambiguity and cacophony of this,can hardly
be endured. (%) vpoax^piiaeis should be Trpox<op̂ <re<s.
(3) for bicoioi TWV Btwv read dir6<Toi TUV Qtia.v—a clear
improvement. (4) The wordsped' oS(TTivas...TrfiMirovrn
are 'explicanda magis quarn emendanda.' Rawack
takes oAA^Aoix TIIUV T€ together.

(x) 33 A. TtposTtivrovTa. aKaipus \vet. For AiJei
read Auire? : bnt the argument is not convincing.

(xi) 33 D. Read tuvrideis, not t,vv6ds.
(xii) 41 E. ipyava yjitivou is rightly defended

against xp6vuv.
(xiii) 66 A. Foriraj/Ta TOtadra read icaura -ravra. or

troiMTa Tcfc TotavTa.
(xiv) 70 D. otrav tvtieiav is maintained against

Hermann's iaov.
(xv) 86 C. KaK&s is to be rejected before So|afeTai.
Next follows, the appendix of ' testimonia,' pp. 40-

81.
Herr Rawack makes effective use of his Proclus,

and his criticism is sober and scholarly : some of his
corrections will, if I mistake not, be adopted by
future editors.

R. D. AB.CHER-HIND.

The Republic of Plato : Book X. By Br D.
TURNER, M.A- 4A-. 6d.

T H E tenth book of the Republic is a little unmeaning
when taken by itself, and when Mr. Turner pleads
as the justification for a separate edition of it the
theory that it formed no part of the original
scheme but wa3 ' a pendent or supplement,' the
answer is obvious that supplements are usually very
incomplete withont that which they supplement,
though it may be tolerably complete without them.
For a school-book the earlier parts of the Republic
are certainly better, and if any one above the years of
a schoolboy is beginning the study of Plato's
philosophy it would hardly be worth his while to
begin with the last bnok. Mr. Turner's notes, which
deal mainly with the Greek, though other things are
not neglected, seem to be fairly full and accurate.
A good deal of attention is given to grammatical
matters and they are usually treated with goad
knowledge and judgment. In the words TO Se vvv
fioi irepl avTov eijre (604 AX where Mr. Turner justifies
the use of TO as a demonstrative, he seems hardly to
see the difficulties in the way of taking it so here, the
chief of which is perhaps the fact that, when so used
in Attic, it always (I think) points to something
preceding, not following. Is there any example of
such a use as this would be ? When he remarks on
oiS' av 5)|ci (615 D) tha t ' the future indicative with &i>
is a rare but undoubted usage in Attic Greek,' Mr.
Turner can hardly mean by ' undoubted' more than
that he thinks we ought not to doubt it, for he must
be well aware that there have been and are great
doubts on the subject. In his note on Kal TOGTO
irpoi7TT}aa.(rdai rod kavTov Biov ws fiehTtaTov e^ovra

(599 A) he translates the. verb, by ' put this forward
as the aim' and then explains it as ' =sibiproponere,'
which seems another thing. Surely the translation
is the more correct of the two and the word means
' make it the profession of his life ' in the strict sense
of the word ' profession.' The statement on 599 C
that ' ei when interrogative is followed by ov' seems
too brief and unqualified a canon. He regards the
obscure words in 615 0 TOSV 8e evDvs yevo/ievav Kal
o\iyov xpovov fitoivTuv as probably right and does not
mention the conjecture of Cobet, anro^yivoiiiviav,
which had occurred to me independently. If it or
anything like it were right, the two participles would
of course refer to two distinct sets of children.

HERBERT RICHARDS.

Xenophon, Oeconomicus. H. A. HOLDEN. Fourth
Edition. 1889. 6s.

DR. HOLDEST is to be heartily congratulated on the
fact that his excellent and scholarly commentary on
Xeuophon's Oecanomicus, which first appeared in 1884,
has so soon reached its fourth edition—the best
possible proof of its usefulness and merit as a school
book. On the whole the editor has made but little
change in the present edition : he has ' adopted one
or two emendations in the text, and introduced a
considerable number of corrections and additions in
the notes and lexicon.' Most of these alterations
however are relegated to an Addenda and Corrigenda
of some thirteen pages, and for their suggestion Dr.
Holden acknowledges himself chiefly indebted to two
recent works on Xenophon, the one Dr. J. J. Hart-
mann's Analecta- Xenophontea, the other a small
edition of the Oeconomicus by M. A. Jacob, on both
of which he bestows high praise. Dr. Holden's own
work has now reached the somewhat unwieldy size
of 440 pages of introduction, notes explanatory and
critical, and lexicon compared with 84 pages of text.
Surely therefore in a future edition we may look for
very considerable compression in the notes, as the
Oeconomicus is a dialogue which, however elegant
an,d interesting as illustrative of Greek agricultural
and social life, is after all somewhat limited in its

scope.
G. E. UNDERHILL.

Caesar ' s Army, by HENRY P. JUDSOK, University
of Minnesota. Ginn & Co. Boston, 1888. 3s. 6d.

MR. JUDSON'S little book consists of 125 pages, of
which 17 are occupied by maps. It is on the whole
a useful piece of work, though not containing much
original matter: but the straightforward way in
which borrowings are acknowledged almost atones for
their frequency.

Mr. Judson divides his book into three main heads,
the organisation, tactics, and equipment of the
army of Caesar. His other sections, on Caesar's fleet
and Caesar's enemies, are toa short and sketchy to
require notice.

The chapter on the organization of the Roman
army in the last years of the Republic contains
plenty of solid information, but passes over a great
many disputed points without any allusion to their
uncertainty. For example Mr. Judson simply says
in regard to the numbering of the legions that
" Roman legions were designated by numbers,
probably according to priority in formation." This
completely omits the two tiresome facts that on
the one hand Caesar had legions (e.g. the legio
ilartia) which seem to have had no numbers, while
on the other duplicate numbers appear, owing to each
imperator taking account of his own troops only, e. g.
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Antony and Octavian and Lepidns had each a legio
I, II, and so forth.

So again, as to the effective strength of a Roman
legion, Mr. Judson observes that "Riistow estimates
the average force of a legion throughout Caesar's
campaigns at from 3,000 to 3,600 men. Goler puts it
at 4,800, besides 300 antesignani. These estimates
cannot be far from the truth." He seems to regard
3,000 and 5,100 as numbers so close together that
they can be practically looked upon as one. As a
matter of fact they represent two such different
methods of reckoning, that choice must be made
between them. No one ever supposed that a legion
consisted of 10,000 or 2,000 men.

Another point in which Mr. Jijdson seems to go
astray is his use of the phrase ' tactical unit.' He
defines it very rightly as 'a body of troops by the
combination of several of which a higher unit is
formed.' But he then proceeds to use it not only for
the component parts but for the ultimate whole. For
example, he speaks of the Roman legion and the
modern corps as ' tactical units,' whereas they are
the highest organizations complete in themselves, and
not divisions of any larger body.

Of the difficult question concerning the relative
rank of the centurions in a legion we have a very
fair statement in pages 10-12, but no definite conclu-
sion is arrived at. For our own part we cannot help
thinking that the difficulty merely rests on a loose
use of the word ordo. We hear of centurions
primorum ordinum' who are almost certainly the

' pili priores' of the ten cohorts. There being six
centurions per cohort, we should have six ' ordines '
of them. Yet an officer promoted for bravery is said
to be raised ' ab octavis ordinibus ' to the command
of the first cohort of the legion. These would seem
to imply that there must have been eight ordines, but
we think that the words must be taken to mean
merely the eighth place in the legion, i.e. the
position of octavus pilus prior. The natural order of
promotion would have been from that rank to

Septimus pilus prior, the first place in the seventh
cohort, but Caesar sent up his protigi over the heads
of six of his seniors.

The tactical chapters in Mr. Judson's book seem to
give much less opportunity for criticism than those on
organization. We should doubt his account of the
British chariot tactics, which seem too complicated
for practical use, nor is it quite fair to say that " the
heavy infantry furnished by the allies (auscilia) in a
Roman army were rather used to make a show of
force, than for much important service in battle."
But the general drift of the chapters is good, and we
notice several apposite comparisons drawn from
modern warfare, e.g. • that of the average fight
between a Roman cohort and a Gallic phalanx to the
well-known struggle between the 7th Fusileers, in line,
and the two Kazan battalions, in column, at the
battle of the Alma.

The maps at the end of the volume seem to be
taken from Napoleon III.'a Life of Julius Caesar, and
require no original criticism. The engravings of
military subjects are, as is unavoidable, mainly drawn
from works of art executed during the Empire, and
cannot therefore be implicitly relied upon as showing
the dress or armament of the Republican times.

C. OMAN.

Grammatik der Lateinlsche Spracbe, Bear-
beitet von Dr. H. SCHWEIZER-SIDLER, und Dr.
ALFRED STJRBEE. Erster TheiL Halle, 1888. This
little book (of only 215 pages) is a new recension ot
Schweizer-Sidler's Latin Elementar und Formenlehre
published in 1869. The importance of the present
volume is that its writers have entirely recast their
theory of Latin morphology in accordance with the
procedure of the new school of Comparative Philology.
It is much to be hoped that some competent English
or American scholar will either translate the book into
English, or write an original work of the same
character. H. N.

NOTES.
PERSITTS III. 43.—Mr. Housman is known as a

bold and skilful surgeon—not one to ' croon charms
over wounds that need the knife.' But this is not a
passage for trenchant handling. After quoting
Conington, whose translation ' the ghastly inward
paleness, which is a mystery, even to the wife of the
bosom' is naturally open to an attack from the side
of literal common sense, he says, ' I can imagine no
worse nonsense than inward paleness. What is pale-
ness ? I t is one among the outward symptoms of
inward disorder, nowhere else in the frame of a living
man. When a man is dissected then his inward
parts may have this colour or that : till then they
have none at all.' No doubt Mr. Housman is strictly
within his rights to refuse all colour to a man's inward
parts until he is dissected ; but can he ' imagine no
worse nonsense' than the 'lily-livered' of Shake-
speare or the ' white-livered' of the common parlance ?
Are we to be allowed no fierapopa—no transference of
the outward sign to the inner seat of emotion { This
transference of the external manifestations of a feel-
ing to its internal origin is turned to good effect by
Persius here. There is the outward sign of fear or
guilty consciousness—the pallid face ; but worse than
that is the inward paleness which dares not betray
itself by any outward manifestation. Confusions of

NO. XXV. VOL. I I I .

the literal and metaphorical are almost too common to
need illustration. I have quoted on p. lxxii. of the
Introduction to my Selections from Propertius several
examples. One I may cite here, Ovid E. P. 2, 5, 38,
' sed sunt tua peetora lacte et non calcata candidiora
niue.' Here Mr. Housman is bound by his own ar-
gument to take the reference to be to the outward
fairness of the breast, not its inward fairness (or
candour) of which alone Ovid is thinking. In spite
of all strivings after an etymological explanation,
XfVKaU irMa-avra <ppaaiv, Pind. P. 4, 109, I think
still refers to Pelias' mind ' disordered' by the passions
which bring pallor to the cheek. Mr. Housman and
I are agreed about the construction, though I venture
to doubt whether I. 124, Eupolidern pallere, ' to have
Eupolis on the cheeks,' altogether justifies ulcus pal-
lere : but emendation I think I have shown is not
needed.

J. P. POSTGATE.
* *

S. JAMES IV. 2.—iriBu/xeiTe KOJ oiric ?Xe T e - QoreicTt
Kai (riAourf, ical ov SiivaaOt iicnvxeiv fidx*<r<>e nal
iroAe/ierre. This is the reading and punctuation of
Westcott and Hort, agreeing in essentials with Alford,
Tisehendorf and the more recent editors. The R. V.
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